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COMPETITOR BRIEFING 

Welcome to the Legend Fires North West Stages Rally 2024, and thank you for your support. 

Logistics make it very difficult to have a formal face to face competitor briefing, so we believe this 

is the best way to draw your attention to a few relevant points, most of these are already 

documented in the event Regulations and Finals, this is purely a reminder, and we ask that you 

take the time to read and follow these requests.  

Please note this document carries the same force as the event SR’s and Finals. 

Myerscough College is a working environment and as such there is a lot of livestock onsite. We ask 

you to be mindful of this throughout the day, please try to keep noise levels to a minimum and 

please always observe the 10mph speed limit. 

Please also leave your Service area as you found it, i.e., Litter and other debris free. 

Management Service is not permitted, and the regulation will be rigorously enforced. We have 

Judges of Fact at the areas we consider relevant to enforce this ruling. Please refer to the event 

SR’s for further information. 

Stages. The event places a large cash bond with Lancashire County Council, this gets retained by 

them if we damage the roads or verges, the future of the rally depends heavily on us getting that 

cash bond returned in full. So, to this end we ask: 

Please do not cut corners, we will be placing bales on all corners that may be cut, you should 

presume all corners cannot be cut. If road edge damage has developed after Leg 1 we will 

introduce measures at these locations to prevent further damage. 

Punctures. Please stop and change any puncture either front or rear as soon as is safely possible, 

again damage to the road surface will affect the bond and could leave the offending competitor 

with a large bill. 

If you stop on a Stage for whatever reason, please, at the earliest opportunity use the tracking 

device function as appropriate. 

The Clerk of Course has the option to issue a discretionary time, so you will not suffer as a result of 

stopping to assist a fellow competitor in the event of an accident. 
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Chicanes You will have seen from your recce that chicanes are easily passable without making 

contact. Judges of fact will be manning the chicanes and will report on any competitor touching 

any of the elements. This may result in the competitor being penalised. 

Timing Early arrival will be permitted at TC10A/B & MC3. Please make sure the Target time you 

require is entered onto your Time Card by the marshal. 

Lateness Penalties will continue to apply at TC10A/B & MC3. 

Please also note that your Service Time includes your Refuelling time. So, refuelling must be 

carried out between TC5A & TC5B. 

Please allow adequate time in your service planning to allow for this. 

The Regroup Control area between TC5B and MC2 is Parc Ferme. 

Finally, can we remind you of the requirement to be ready to start the stage at the Stage Arrival 

Control. (Belts, helmets, hans all on and correctly fastened and adjusted.) Checks will be made on 

this throughout the event. Please see SR14. 

We wish you a safe and enjoyable rally on Lancashire’s finest stages. 

 

 

Gerry Morriss 

Clerk Of the Course  

Legend Fires North West Stages 
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